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/ TECHNOLOGY – FOCUS ON INNOVATION /

level of experience as they enable the wearer to use voice
command to take the pictures or record film.
Google Glasses can also send messages and translate
your speech – without you even having to leave the comfort
of your chair. The glasses connect to the internet and use
Google right ‘before your very eyes’.
The spec includes a five megapixel camera, 16GB of
storage, and bone conduction transducer (sounds like
something out of the Rocky Horror Show), which conducts
sound through cheekbones to the inner ear.
The battery life lasts for about one day with the display,
which has the equivalent of a 25 inch screen seen from
eight feet away, resting above the right eye.
The glasses have been produced and are now being
trialled. They are set to cost around £975 per pair.
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If the bone transducer sounds like something from
the Rocky Horror Show, this little product could
take pride of place in the Little Shop of Horrors. The
Mocoro Furball looks like a large, brightly coloured
furry sponge which rolls around the floor gobbling up the
dust and dirt as it goes.
Made in Japan, the furball is a robot controlled vacuum
cleaner described by coolthings.com as ‘injecting equal
doses of cuteness and absurdity’; but it pays more than
simply lip service to the Japanese love of ‘kitsch’ as it is said
to competently clean floors. It does not suck up the dirt as
a conventional vacuum would, but actually is a microfibre
hop ball, or rolling mop.
It works on hardwood floors, tiles and other forms of home
flooring, and furrows under furniture, beavering away to
reach most areas of the house. It can be set to go off on
its quest for dirt and dust every 15 minutes and runs on just
three AA batteries operating for up to three hours at a time.
Coolthings says that it is fun to watch but tricky to clean
as the collected dirt has to be picked out with a special
brush. For more information visit http://www.coolthings.com/
mocoro-furball-vacuum-cleaner-robot
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Remote
control
extends to opening
our front doors now
– not just our cars
and electronic gates; so if
you come home laden with
shopping or a babe in arms,
you don’t have to struggle
to find the right key on
the bunch and put it in the
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Wave goodbye to lost keys,
rummaging in your bag for the one
key you need which just happens to
have gone down a hole in the lining.

door to get inside.
Wave goodbye to lost keys, cutting extras for members
of the family, or rummaging in your bag for the one you
need which just happens to have gone down a hole in
the lining.
Yale has produced a product called Keyfree which
allows you to gain access to your home with either a remote
control or by punching a code into a number pad. The
digital rim lock features a touch-screen pin number system
– so the days of running the risk of leaving your keys inside
and getting locked out can be gone forever.
There are some devices which can give you added
protection and extra security confidence with the addition
of voice recognition. SoriKey is one such product.
The Yale door prices start from £545 including delivery
and VAT. For more information go to http://www.yaledoor.
co.uk/keyless-door-locks

/ motoring /

Cool
C
Driving a different car is like wearing a
new outfit – there are a lot of choices of
style, it takes some time to get used to,
and a change can make you feel good.
Cool Cars offers a selection of fun cars
for hire so you can try them on for size.
Giselle Whiteaker is in the driving seat.

ars make a personal statement. When buying a
new car, we usually take in a lot of information
before deciding what will suit. We peruse
magazines, seek recommendations from friends and
tune in to car advertising.
Whether we recognise it or not, we are looking for
something that fits with both our personality and our
lifestyle. We know intuitively that a car says something
about us - and we want it to say the right thing. We are
what we drive.
Researchers have even found that people
subconsciously attach human personality traits to cars.
For instance cars with wide radiator grilles and narrow
headlights are dominant and aggressive, while rounded
cars with large windscreens give a happy impression.
When we think of cars, we think of attitudes.
The size, shape and relative power of your car says
a lot about the image you want to portray. Even the
colour comes into play. A red Mini Cooper suggests hip,
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Cleaning windows has long
been a chore that many of
us would rather leave to the
window cleaner, who will turn
up every few weeks with his ladder
and trusty squeegee; but possibly not
for much longer thanks to glass that
cleans itself.
Windows that not only keep themselves clean but will
warm up too with solar controlling properties has been long
in the research and development stages. Makers Pilkington
has a glass that they describe as using the forces of nature
to keep windows ‘cleaner and clearer’ with a process that
uses daylight to break down the dirt.
As well as saving us time – not to mention a little elbow
grease - and providing us with a thermal solution, they can
also have other benefits such as the reduction of dreaded
noise pollution.
The windows have a microscopic coating that reacts
with daylight and when rainwater hits the panes it runs off in
sheets, taking the dirt with it, the manufacturers claim, and
drying without unattractive streaks.
For more information and suppliers go to
http://www.pilkingtonselfcleaningglass.co.uk

Porsche Boxster
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young and cool while a silver Aston Martin hints at suave
sophistication and style.
If our cars are talking about us, they are only mentioning
one aspect of our personality, but we are multi-dimensional
beings. We may need to be classically professional in our
business lives, but on the weekends we want to let loose
and have some fun.
Cool Cars is a company that steps away from the
standard rental car model, leaving the bland, mid-range
hire cars in the dust. Vehicles at most car rental companies
are chosen for their reliability, economy, value and
availability. Rental cars at Cool Cars are chosen for their
style, personality, performance and attitude.
While Cool Cars are not your stock standard car rental
company, they also chose not to focus entirely on luxury
and prestige. “Luxury and prestige is done. We fill a gap
in the market that no-one else touches; the fun, cool
experience stuff. It’s about trying something different” says
Paul Rodin, Co-owner and Business Manager. “Whatever car
it is, whether it is a Cooper S, a Range Rover or an Abarth,
we try and buy it because we like it and we want to drive it.”
“We started the business because our passion is cars,”
explains Paul. “We love our cars and we love driving them.
We treat them as if they are our own. We have a brand
which allows people the opportunity to drive really nice, fun
cars at affordable rates so we want people to appreciate
the car, enjoy them. Most of our customers are enthusiasts.
It’s about car enthusiasts enjoying the cars we provide.”
What rates as a cool car? The fleet changes and
expands, but currently includes Porsches, Minis, the Abarth,
BMW, Range Rovers, Audis and the VW Golf. The following is
a closer look at some of those on offer.
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“Vehicles at most car
rental companies are
chosen for their
reliability, economy,
value and
availability. Rental
cars at Cool Cars
are chosen for their
style, personality,
performance
and attitude.”

Porsche Cayman

Mini

Porsche
The Porsche Cayman, Cayman S, and Boxter S are all
represented in the Cool Cars fleet. Porsche’s commandingly
stylish design has always set it apart. A single glance is all it
takes to recognise the brand. These muscular models give
off the air of a tiger, poised ready to pounce. The Cayman
and Cayman S are angular, yet sleek, offering a dynamic
interplay of concave and convex surfaces, while the Boxter
S is more compact, with softer lines and styling. With a
Porsche though, the pleasure lies in the power. These are
cars to relish, ideal for long winding secondary to roads
which utilise the superb handling Porsche is known for.

Abarth
The Abarth 595 is the newest addition to the Cool Cars
range. This is an exceptional car, yet the least likely to
be recognised. Abarth started as an Italian racing car
maker and is now owned by Fiat. The new Abarth 595
Competizione is a beauty. It resembles the sporty offspring
of a VW Beetle and a Mini, with compact smooth lines
over the convex exterior, yet a surprising amount of space.
Performance-wise, the five-speed manual transmission
allows precise control and the hip interior includes Alcantara
seats. This is a car that says ‘I’m quirky, I’m fun, and I am fast.
Watch me go.’
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Porsche Cayenne

Audi

Abarth 595

Mini Cooper
Convertible

Audi has long held a reputation for style across their entire
range, be it the A5 Sportback, which is a cross between
a saloon and a hatchback, the iconic TT Coupe, or the
Audi Q7, a premium class SUV. The classic choice is the S4
Cabriolet. Whichever model you select, Audi offers timeless
panache combined with superb handling and power. Audi
may not have deliberately played on the Olympic rings with
their logo design but it is not misleading. All of the models
on offer exude classic flair without flashiness, just simple
smooth elegance.

The Mini is nippy, stylish, economical and simple to drive.
It is such a popular number that Cool Cars keeps a range
of models, from the Mini Cooper S Countryman to the Mini
Cooper Cabrio. The Mini is somewhat akin to the Doctor Who
tardis – from the outside it looks like it will be an impossible
squeeze to fold someone into the driver’s seat, but on the
inside the car is spacious and comfortable. This is even more
evident with the Countryman, which is the first five-door Mini.
Not only is a Mini zippy and packed with personality, but it also
gives you the opportunity to feel like an extra in The Italian Job.
Now that is the epitome of cool.
It is rare to see Porsche and Mini in the same league but Paul
believes that the link between all of the vehicles in the Cool Car
range is the appeal of distinctiveness. “People want to enjoy
themselves and try something on for size. For a small period
of time you can have exactly what you want, outside of your
ordinary life.” This philosophy goes some way to explaining why
Cool Cars customers come from all directions. Around half
are UK customers looking for a change, while the other half are
international visitors seeking an adventure.
Across the range, all of the cars have proved popular,
although in summer the convertibles come into their own.
Even Paul himself does not have a favourite car. “It depends
on your mood,” he points out. “It’s a bit like what kind of music
you want to listen to. It varies according to how you feel.”
Ultimately, whether you want the calm of a classical
symphony, or a rough and ready rock tune, Cool Cars has the
motoring equivalent. n

For more information see: www.coolcars4hire.co.uk
Tel: 020 7794 4000
Email: rentals@coolcars4hire.co.uk
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